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Make sure your portal is collecting, 
not just connecting.

WWW.MEDFUSION.COM

Medfusion Pay works with our patient portal to give your patients 7 ways to 
electronically pay. The result? You get paid more, and you get paid faster!

Online Bill Pay
On any connected device eStatements*

Easy-to-read statements

Scheduled Payments
COF automatic draft to pay 
over time

Medfusion Mobile App
Conveniently pay from anywherePayHere

Link to pay from your 
website - no portal sign-in

Point of Service 
Connecting EMV terminals 
to Medfusion Pay

Get paid before your 
patients walk in the door

34% of payments now come directly from your patients’ pockets - and the rise in HDHPs, that number 
is increasing fast. If your portal, payment collection options, and processing service aren’t working 
together to help patients e-pay at their convenience, you are shortchanging your business.
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Medfusion Pre Check makes it fast and convenient 
for your patients to pay and handle prep work before 
they walk in your office. From an emailed appointment 
reminder on their mobile device, patients can handle 
payments, insurance verification, and demographic 
information updates.

Working with the Medfusion Patient Portal, Medfusion 
ePay offers patients 7 electronic ways to pay, from 
prior to the encounter with Pre Check to cost saving 
eStatements.

Medfusion PayService is a reliable, secure and 
streamlined payment service exclusively for healthcare 
providers. PCI-DSS Level 1 certified, and backed by 
industry-leading partners Vantiv/ FifthThird Bankcorp, 
you get reliable, cost-effective payment processing 
with exceptionally flexible online reporting.

Medfusion PayPoint 
provides the secure 
linkage of point of service 
terminal to the 
Medfusion PayService.

PayPoint ensures that
your front desk card-
present transactions flow 
seamlessly into the same
reporting and balancing dashboard as your online 
payments.

You simply purchase the terminals from 
Medfusion's trusted partner and will soon enjoy a 
simpler reconciliation workflow that consolidates 
all your credit and debit card transactions.

Point of Service Online Bill Pay

PayHere eStatements* Scheduled 
Payments

Medfusion 
Mobile App




